Introduction

16
This supporting information file provides a discussion of the regimes obtained in carte- (see table S1 ). Finally, a movie displaying alternating ridges, appearing at 23 different sites while the convection mode changes, is discussed in section Movie S1.
24
Text S1: Mapping the ridge only regime in cartesian geometry 25 A preliminary set of simulations was performed in cartesian geometry employing an 26 aspect ratio of 8:1 with periodic boundary conditions. The resolution in these models was 27 512 x 64 grid points. In these experiments, the rheology used was slightly different than what we present in the main article. In this supporting material, the viscosity was defined 29 as:
where z is the dimensionless depth. This formulation is know as the Frank-Kamenetzkii 31 approximation for the depth-dependent part of the viscosity. The temperature-dependent 32 part is identical to the original definition used in the main article. All other parameters 33 are identical to those applied in the main article and in the supporting information. or with red filling for the episodic regime.
43
The top panel of Fig. 1 shows that the RO regime can be present only for non-zero to what was obtained in spherical annulus geometry. The RO regime is found in the same 48 friction coefficient range for both spherical annulus and cartesian geometries.
49
The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows that even in cartesian geometry the RO regime can 50 only be found in simulations in which a vertical viscosity contrast of at least 10 2 is imposed.
51
The RO regime region is found at a similar location in the parameter space, although only 52 cases considering friction coefficients greater than 0.18 lead to a stable ridge only state. 
67
The Nusselt number profile in the mobile lid regime (green curve) displays several peaks, 
95
In both cases, the strain-rate patterns are divided into internal and lithospheric regions.
96
In the internal regions, large strain-rates can be observed in upwellings and downwelling 97 regions (yellow colours). In the basally heated simulation, the high strain-rate areas reach 98 down to the core-mantle boundary due to the presence of plumes. In the mixed heated reaching the core-mantle boundary.
103
Despite these differences, the lithospheric strain-rate is in both cases only half as much 104 as in the convecting domain. Outside the convection cell that contains the ridge, the 105 strain-rate is at least 3 times smaller than in the lithosphere above the main cell. In some 106 places, the strain-rate even drops by 3 orders of magnitude compared to average litho-107 spheric strain-rates. Therefore, the strain-rate pattern shows that the whole lithosphere One can wonder whether the RO regime is an equilibrium state or not. In this study, showed that the second invariant of the stress in the lithosphere can be considered to be 
144
On the contrary, the ridge generates large cold downwellings, which gather at the sides 
150
The existence and stability of the ridge only regime is critically dependent on the con- observations would undoubtedly hold, although some regime boundaries might be shifted.
164
Our initial condition is consistent with early conditions of planets and satellites, expected 165 to be hot due to gravitational energy converted during accretion and differentiation of the 166 body and due to high radiogenic heating rates. Table S1 . (column 5) and the geometry used (column 6).
177
Movie S1. 
